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Andrew Leyzack C.L.S, Chair, FIG Commission 4

It has been said that the commissions serve as the engine for FIG. The chairs of each
commission interact collectively with FIG Council and our membership at large via the
FIG Advisory Committee of Commission Officers (ACCO). This report, although not
specific to Commission 4, has been prepared to provide our stakeholders with a better
understanding of how FIG commissions aid in directing the organisation.
New ACCO
Last autumn a new ACCO was established to serve a new four-year term, from 20072010. A first face-to-face meeting of the ACCO was held in February 2007 for all newly
appointed Commission Chairs, the members of ACCO, to receive direction from FIG
Council, work towards finalising their work plans, participate in some strategic planning
and prepare for Working Week in Hong Kong. On the FIG tab, ACCO members from
Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Slovakia and the UK
gathered in Bratislava, Slovakia, chosen as meeting place for its central location and
affordable venue. The Chamber of Surveyors and Cartographers in Slovakia kindly cohosted the meeting, which provided a unique forum for the Commission Chairs to
identify opportunities for collaboration on joint working groups and future activities. The
ACCO was also asked to consider the merits of introducing a formal system of peer
review to serve the interests of authors contributing to FIG conferences and the
establishment of a FIG ‘Virtual Journal’.
Disbursements and Grants
FIG’s total annual budget for special project and publication grants is currently e15K.
Additionally, each commission is allocated an annual disbursement of e2.5K to support
its activities.
Work Plans
While each commission operates in accordance with its own work plan, the strategic
direction of all commission activity is guided by FIG Council Work Plan and policy. For
example, at the recommendation of Council it was agreed that all commissions would
appoint a FIG Standards Network liaison as well as a Commission 2 (Professional
Education) liaison. A central theme of the Council Work Plan is capacity building. This is
significant to all commissions and in the case of Commission 4 serves as one basis for
our co-operation with the IHO via the FIG taskforce on Institutional Development. The
link between Council and the commissions is personified by FIG vice-president Matt
Higgins (former Chair Commission 5) who is Council’s representative on ACCO, and by
Dr Chryssy Potsiou (Chair Commission 3), ACCO representative on Council.
Peer Review
At the February ACCO meeting, Dr Rudolph Staiger (Chair Commission 5) presented a
proposal to implement a voluntary Peer Review System for papers for conferences. Key
to this proposal was the provision of a FIG service to cater for those authors whose
academic and professional development requires that their work be peer reviewed. A
‘blind review’ process for grading papers was proposed, with consideration given to a
two-tiered approach to serve both conferences and a possible virtual journal, the latter
requiring a more stringent review model. An ad hoc Peer Review System workgroup
(chaired by Dr Staiger, with participation by ACCO members from Commissions 2, 3, 4,
5 and 9) was established to report back by May 2007 on the guidelines and format of a
review process.
Virtual Journal
President Enemark has proposed the creation of a FIG Virtual Journal as a means to
publish peer-reviewed papers: virtual because of the immense cost of producing and
distributing a hardcopy journal. The virtual journal could contain the products of the
peer-review process for FIG conferences provided these passed a more intensive, ‘nextstep’ peer-review process for the journal. It was further proposed that the FIG
Surveyor’s Reference e-Library would continue to collect all papers accepted by FIG
conferences, and that the Virtual Journal would contain only peer-reviewed papers. The
FIG monthly e-Newsletter would continue to publish the ‘Article of the Month’, to
accommodate high-quality papers where the author elects not to submit their work to a
peer-review process.
Balance
The ACCO is composed of geomatics professionals from nation–al (government)
organisations, academia and industry. While current membership representation within
the present ACCO appears to be weighted more towards academia, I am glad to report
that Commission 4 is entering this new work term with a more equal balance of
representation within our executive.
Grassroots
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How to Use QPS' Qimera to Validate Processed Point
Files
QPS Qimera processing software has been released earlier
this year. To demonstrate the capabilities, this video shows
how to load processed point files into a Qimera Project. It
explains what processed point files are; how to specify the
coordinate system of the project and the source files; how
to create a Dynamic Surface from processed point files and
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stakeholders in the international community. Within the scope of Hydrography,
Commission 4 is focusing on issues relevant to industry, academia, national surveying
and mapping organisations, and National Hydrographic Offices. FIG is both a scientific
and a technological organisation, and one of its main products is the development of
good practice resulting from the collective research and development of participant
member nations. For Commission 4 this deliverable extends not only to the broader
Hydrographic community but includes the ‘grassroots’ surveyor.

how to change the dynamic surface and adjust the colour
map to aid data editing and validation.

E-mail: Andrew Leyzack C.L.S
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Indian Ocean hides Global Warming News
•

— OK, if you don't want to
know, that is your prerogative. I am not
here to tell you what to think, …

Crowd-funding Success for
Radioactive Ocean Website
•

— SURPRISE: You're
Eating Fukushima Radiation and
Bloody, Cancerous Tumors in Fish …

Outreach - July-August 2014, Volume
18, Number 5 - Archive
•

•

Gallilao
OK, if you don't want to know, that is your
prerogative. I am not here to tell you what to
think, you have to do your own homework. You
have to think for yourself, if you want to
understand the...
Indian Ocean hides Global Warming - News - Hydro
International · 2 weeks ago

•

Gallilao
You are just being evasive!
Indian Ocean hides Global Warming - News - Hydro
International · 2 weeks ago

•

Gallilao
Stop concentrating on the atmosphere and try
looking at the whole picture. There is a thermal
gradient within our planet. How is it affected?
Indian Ocean hides Global Warming - News - Hydro
International · 2 weeks ago

•

Kevin A
I'm sorry too..I get heated because so many are
deluded...its scary
Indian Ocean hides Global Warming - News - Hydro
International · 2 weeks ago

•

Kevin A
the ground air interface is in a constant state of
spiracal movement which resembles that of the
motion of a top wobbling...which defines the
extents of the jetstreams. again this explains how
the...
Indian Ocean hides Global Warming - News - Hydro
International · 2 weeks ago

— I have in mind
to introduce also the fishing activity that
can be split in two aspects: by …

Radioactive Ocean Website Crowd
Fundraising Success
•

— No, I suspect you
are correct there. It is a worry indeed
that probably deliberate …
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